Total Recall Crime Eye Surveillance System Secures New York City's Diamond District

Deploys Proxim's High Capacity MIMO Tsunami® 8100 Radios; Total Recall (Booth 2251) and Proxim (Booth 3375) Are Exhibiting at the 2011 ASIS Show Next Week in Orlando, Florida, 9/18-9/20

SILICON VALLEY, CA--(Marketwire - Sep 15, 2011) - Proxim Wireless Corporation (PINKSHEETS: PRXM), a leading provider of complete indoor and outdoor wireless broadband systems, today announced the deployment of Total Recall's Crime Eye Surveillance System which secures the Diamond District in New York City. The deployment uses Proxim's Tsunami® 8100 MIMO radios in place of fiber optic cables to connect the cameras together and to provide communication for remote viewing of images.

"The deployment along 47th St. uses high definition cameras which can focus on a specific subject anywhere on the street of the Diamond District," said Peter Millius, Director of Business Development for Total Recall. "The footage recorded by the cameras can be saved for up to 30 days and is displayed on monitors in the Diamond District. Deploying wireless is much cheaper and faster than running fiber so customers can have a surveillance system deployed within days versus months, which also saves money. We chose Proxim because they have an end to end wireless portfolio optimized for video transport that suits each of our different applications."

Total Recall supports a wide variety of remote surveillance systems providing a complete turnkey solution. Its primary focus is citywide surveillance but it supports enterprise class solutions and small town systems as well. Its long history in video surveillance (CCTV), Access Controls, Perimeter Detection, Wireless connectivity, Command Centers and Covert Systems gives it the experience and the expertise required to develop a proven high quality system for citywide solutions. It can take projects from concept to system completion for major cities, private, corporate and government markets. Come visit Total Recall at booth 2251 at the 2011 ASIS show in Orlando 9/18-9/20.

Proxim offers a complete line of radios which support backhaul for standard to high definition cameras, solutions for small 3 camera deployments to 1,000+ camera deployments with both licensed and unlicensed high capacity radios for long distance backhaul aggregation. Proxim also offers repeaters that allow radio communication to non-line of sight locations.

"Come see our complete line of radios at the ASIS show next week. We have deployed radios supporting CCTV backhaul for more than 10 years and our equipment is interoperable with many IP cameras and video encoders. We are exhibiting at ASIS booth 3375 and we can provide you with a solution for your surveillance projects," said Geoff Smith, Proxim's VP of Sales for the Americas.

About Proxim Wireless
Proxim Wireless Corporation (PINKSHEETS: PRXM) provides Wi-Fi®, Point-to-Point and Point-to-Multipoint 4G wireless network technologies for wireless internet, video surveillance and backhaul applications. Our ORINOCO® and Tsunami® product lines are sold to service providers, governments and enterprises with over 2 million devices shipped to over 250,000 customers in over 65 countries worldwide. Proxim is ISO 9001-2008 certified. For more information, visit www.proxim.com. For investor relations information, e-mail ir@proxim.com or call +1 413-584-1425.
Safe Harbor Statement

Statements in this press release that are not statements of historical facts are forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. Our actual results may differ materially from the results anticipated in these forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could contribute to such differences including factors beyond our control such as weather, geographic, governmental, and interference issues that may increase the costs and difficulties of wireless deployments; specific requirements of a given customer in their specific situations; and difficulties or delays in supplying products with the features, performance, compliances, certifications, cost, price, quality, and other characteristics desired by customers. Further information on these and other factors that could affect Proxim's actual results is contained in the filings made by Proxim with the OTC Markets (available at www.otcmarkets.com), including without limitation in the Annual Report filed by Proxim on March 30, 2010, and is and will be contained in its other public statements, which may be available on Proxim's website (www.proxim.com).